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Abstract: Due to the widespread use of mobile and IoT devices, coupled with their continually
expanding processing capabilities, dew computing environments have become a significant focus for
researchers. These environments enable resource-constrained devices to contribute computing power
to a local network. One major challenge within these environments revolves around task scheduling,
specifically determining the optimal distribution of jobs across the available devices in the network.
This challenge becomes particularly pronounced in dynamic environments where network conditions
constantly change. This work proposes integrating the “reliability” concept into cutting-edge human-
design job distribution heuristics named ReleSEAS and RelBPA as a means of adapting to dynamic
and ever-changing network conditions caused by nodes’ mobility. Additionally, we introduce a
reinforcement learning (RL) approach, embedding both the notion of reliability and real-time network
status into the RL agent. Our research rigorously contrasts our proposed algorithms’ throughput
and job completion rates with their predecessors. Simulated results reveal a marked improvement
in overall throughput, with our algorithms potentially boosting the environment’s performance.
They also show a significant enhancement in job completion within dynamic environments com-
pared to baseline findings. Moreover, when RL is applied, it surpasses the job completion rate of
human-designed heuristics. Our study emphasizes the advantages of embedding inherent network
characteristics into job distribution algorithms for dew computing. Such incorporation gives them a
profound understanding of the network’s diverse resources. Consequently, this insight enables the
algorithms to manage resources more adeptly and effectively.

Keywords: dew computing; reinforcement learning; connection-aware scheduling; mobility models;
heuristics; transfer learning; simulation

1. Introduction

The significant surge in computation-intensive tasks within mobile applications has
placed substantial computational burdens on devices with limited resources in recent years.
Despite advancements in hardware for devices like smartphones and IoT devices, they
frequently struggle to meet the demands of these resource-intensive tasks. In response
to this issue, dew computing has emerged as a solution, aiming to alleviate the situa-
tion by offloading computation-intensive tasks to more potent devices, typically those
nearby. In this context, “nearby devices” are defined as devices connected to the same local
network [1–5]. The central premise is to transfer tasks, for example, from a smartphone to
a laptop, leveraging the increased processing power of the latter. This approach not only
results in faster task execution but also prevents excessive depletion of the smartphone’s
battery resources. While dew computing holds promising potential, its practical imple-
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mentation hinges on addressing a critical challenge: the efficient job distribution across
nearby devices.

This study focuses on resolving the job distribution challenge within dew environ-
ments. Dew environments comprise a collection of devices interconnected within a local
network. These devices exhibit variations in their attributes and capabilities, encompassing
factors such as power source, battery capacity, processor/CPU core count, storage capacity,
and sensory capabilities. Furthermore, users may interact with selected devices at diverse
points in time. To ensure the efficient distribution of tasks within a dew environment, it
becomes imperative to consider all these factors comprehensively.

Current methods for distributing jobs in dew environments follow human-designed
heuristics. These heuristics balance the workload among devices by following predefined
rules. Some of these rules combine devices’ features such as computing capability, the
remaining battery level, current queued jobs, and job requirement information to select the
most appropriate device to be assigned with a job. Some examples include the Enhanced
Simple Energy-Aware Scheduler (E-SEAS) [6] and the Batch Processing Algorithm (BPA) [7].
Round Robin (RR) [8] is also considered for distributing jobs, quite frequently as a baseline
method for new proposals. Unfortunately, the performance of these methods remains
unknown when the network topology dynamically changes over time due to network
conditions. Consequently, they lead to suboptimal decision making and the wastage of
valuable resources.

Exploring the benefits of considering network-related parameters as part of job distri-
bution algorithms, we propose a reliability score that accounts for the time a device—also
called a node—is connected to a dew environment. The score is integrated into previously
proposed human-designed heuristics and thoroughly evaluated. The results obtained
encourage us to incorporate the reliability score into the learning process of a reinforcement
learning (RL) agent.

Prior research [9] highlights that RL effectively accommodates dew computing envi-
ronments [10]. RL is a subfield of artificial intelligence that studies how to develop agents
that can learn optimal behavior by interacting with an environment. Every interaction
with the environment delivers a reward signal that the agent seeks to maximize. The
agent improves its current policy (mapping observations to actions) by learning from
past experiences to accomplish this. Powered by deep learning, RL agents have been
used to solve complex decision-making problems across different research areas, from
robotics [11] to conversational agents [12] to molecule discovery [13]. Here, we propose
letting an RL agent learn how to distribute jobs effectively in dew environments with nodes’
mobility presence.

The main contributions of our work are, then, as follows. First, we extend EdgeDewSim [7]
with all necessary features to support dynamic changes in the network conditions as a
consequence of nodes’ mobility. The new features include the capability to generate reusable
connection–disconnection traces per node. Trace reusability is the key to experiment
reproducibility. Second, we proposed an easy-to-implement “reliability” score that gives
E-SEAS and BPA network condition awareness and boosts the performance achieved in
dew environments with nodes’ mobility. Such integration derives into new heuristics
that we call ReleSEAS and RelBPA. Third, we propose an RL approach with awareness
of network conditions, and we demonstrate that using this approach can outperform
human-designed heuristics.

Finally, as a summary of our empirical findings, we discovered that giving awareness
of node connection activity to the scheduler gives better endurance and adaptability when
the network conditions are dynamic. Also, we show that providing awareness of the
policies improves the job completion rate by up to 95% without giving up performance.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the necessary concepts
of dew computing in the context of our work; in Section 3, we make a review of the state of
the art related to scheduling algorithms. In Section 4, we describe the necessary changes to
extend the simulation capabilities to represent dynamic network-related features as an effect
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of nodes’ mobility. Section 5 describes the mobility models used in this work. In Section 6,
we show the definitions of the proposed algorithms for this job. In Section 7, we describe
the experimentation methodology and the metrics used to compare the performance of our
defined algorithms, followed by our results with their respective discussion. Finally, in
Section 8, we show our findings and propose the next steps toward improving this field
of study.

2. Edge and Dew Computing

Mobile edge computing is a paradigm that seeks to solve latency and network traffic
problems found in mobile cloud computing environments [14]. Ref. [15] defines edge
computing as “a model that allows a cloud-based computing capacity providing services making
use of the infrastructure that is on the edge of the network”. In this way, mobile edge computing
allows servers or workstations within a computer network, thus ensuring low latency
while enabling the efficient processing of information, which permits the deployment of
more robust applications. Furthermore, this paradigm lets edge servers work with other
nodes in proximity or collaborate with cloud services, thus deploying much larger and
more efficient applications [16,17]. However, while edge computing helps to reduce the
network’s problems, it still depends on the network backbone that may not be available
or reachable in certain situations, like working with IoT devices in mines and on ships, in
deserts, or on moving vehicles.

Dew computing is a new paradigm where connected devices offload jobs to nearby
devices in the same network. This paradigm proposes an architecture that reduces network
latency, the energy cost of remote data communication, and the costs inherent to cloud
infrastructure usage [18]. Through this, dew computing optimizes the usage of mobile
and IoT devices in two manners. First, it treats mobile devices as clients in the network
infrastructure to offload their work to other devices in the same network [19]. Second,
dew computing considers mobile and IoT devices as resources to increase the available
computational power from an existing system. In this approach, one device can offload
its work onto another available device in the network (including other mobile and IoT
devices) [20,21].

We note that a network topology is needed to use mobile and IoT devices as resources
in a local network [3]. The Smart Cluster at the Edge (SCE) is a network topology commonly
used for that purpose in dew computing. Figure 1 shows how the devices are organized
in this type of network. This topology can be established wherever an access point and a
group of mobile and IoT devices coexist. The topology’s main feature is a central scheduler
coordinating the task assignment among the network’s available resources. This central
scheduler can be any capable device in the network [22]. In this work, we address the
problem of distributing jobs in a dew environment, assuming that the network topology is
an SCE.

Figure 1. Example of SCE architecture: In this example, six devices are connected to the local network.
The devices include two smartphones, two Raspberry Pis, two laptops, and one scheduler inside the
network. Outside of the network are two smartphones.
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3. Related Work

Distributing jobs in dew environments optimally is a challenging combinatorial prob-
lem [6,23]. Many factors must be taken into account to assign jobs to devices correctly.
Those factors range from a device’s CPU speed to a device’s availability within a time
window, from how often jobs arrive at the scheduler to how urgent jobs must be completed.
Many previous works have proposed heuristic methods to deal with this complex problem.
A heuristic method is a practical approach to obtaining approximated yet satisfactory
solutions to problems where finding the optimal solution is computationally intractable, in
this case, the job assignment problem. This paper seeks human-designed heuristics that
consider features from the SCE and are aware of network changes through time. Also, we
explore an alternative approach, which consists of learning a policy to distribute jobs using
RL. To provide a coherent view of the related work, we divided this discussion into two
parts: We first discuss existing heuristic methods to distribute jobs in an SCE and then
review previous works at the intersection of RL with cloud and edge computing.

In the context of SCEs, different algorithms have been proposed to optimize the
system’s utility and job execution time, using the mobile devices’ remaining battery
as a formal constraint of the resource allocation problem formulation [24–28]. These
algorithms, however, assume complete and accurate information regarding the energy
spent and the execution time for every candidate node, making it challenging to apply in
real-life scenarios.

In Refs. [29,30], they addressed the previous limitation by proposing algorithms that
do not rely on complete information. This approach seeks to exploit the nodes’ proximity
and cost-effectiveness of node transferring capabilities. However, their studies focused on
analyzing the effect of nodes’ mobility rather than balancing the load to efficiently utilize
the battery and processing power of the available resources.

Refs. [6,22] presented other types of heuristics, which distribute jobs by considering
the mobile device’s battery level and computing scores obtained from benchmarks. These
methods outperformed traditional scheduling algorithms (such as round robin) but have
the limitation of only considering battery-dependent devices. This problem was recently
addressed by Ref. [7]. In Ref. [7], the authors studied hybrid SCEs, which combine both
battery-dependent and non-battery-dependent devices, and proposed heuristic methods
that consider the device’s battery level, computing score, and current workload to distribute
jobs in dew environments.

In contrast to those works, where the primary assumption was that the network
topology remained static, meaning that the structure and connections within the network
did not change over time, this work takes a different approach. Our research recognizes
the limitations of static topologies, particularly in real-world scenarios where network
environments are often dynamic and subject to change. By “dynamic environments”, we
specifically refer to situations where mobile devices can enter or exit the boundary of an SCE
over time, leading to fluctuations in the network’s composition and connection throughput.
To address these challenges, we propose new heuristic algorithms specifically designed to
adapt to network dynamic conditions. To achieve this, we improved the simulation support
offered by EdgeDewSim [7], enhancing its capability to support the development of new
connection-aware job distribution as the topology evolves, configure nodes’ mobility in an
easy-to-reproduce manner, and represent network changes as an effect of nodes’ mobility.
By incorporating these advancements, our approach aims to provide a more robust and
flexible solution for job distribution in dynamic network environments.

RL Methods in Edge and Dew Computing

In cloud computing, task scheduling focuses on deciding which resources (servers)
should process an incoming task. In this problem setup, previous works have shown that
RL agents can reduce the execution time in distributed systems [31] and avoid overloading
(and deadlocking) cloud servers [32]. Furthermore, Ref. [33] showed that deep RL can help
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schedule tasks in large-scale cloud service providers, surpassing traditional methods in
terms of energy cost and reject rates.

As for edge computing, the task scheduling problem is similar. The edge server
receives tasks and has to decide whether to send those tasks to a nearby server or the cloud.
Several works have explored how to distribute jobs in edge computing using deep learning
techniques like convolutional neural networks or reinforcement learning according to
different performance metrics. These metrics include reducing computing times [34,35],
energy consumption [36], latency [37,38], task failure rate [39], or a combination of the
previous [40–42]. We note that in edge computing, the action space is usually limited. For
instance, sometimes the agent can only decide whether to send (or not) a job to the cloud [41].
In contrast, the action space in a dew environment typically ranges from tens to hundreds
(i.e., one action per device), making the decision-making problem considerably harder.

RL has been increasingly utilized for job scheduling in environments that are closely
related to one another, such as cloud computing [31–33] and edge computing [34,36–42].
With emerging studies in dew computing, RL has been applied in cloud and edge computing
for job scheduling. For instance, in Ref. [43], they propose a vehicular dew computing
architecture using RL for content delivery optimization. Similarly, in Ref. [44], they suggest
a dew computing-based vehicular edge caching architecture to enhance vehicle stability and
high-definition map acquisition. In Ref. [45], they introduce dew quantum machine learning
(DewQML) to improve decision making and reduce latency in dew computing environments.
In Ref. [46], they present a dew computing-based microservice execution (DoME) scheme
using RL to minimize service delay and optimize costs in mobile edge computing.

Additionally, research shows deep RL agents can effectively offload jobs in dew
computing environments. Finally, in the context of job offloading in dew computing envi-
ronments, prior research demonstrates that deep RL agents can offload jobs more effectively
than traditional state-of-the-art heuristic methods, even when faced with previously unseen
scenarios. The study conducted by [9] empirically proves that the agent learns to generalize
in network environments that lack dynamic components when continuously exposed to
new situations. This means that the agent can appropriately distribute sequences of jobs
that arrive in patterns and sizes not encountered during training. Furthermore, the agent
can learn to effectively distribute jobs in fixed dew environments, significantly outperform-
ing state-of-the-art heuristics regarding the number of instructions executed per second.
This highlights the potential of RL in enhancing the efficiency and adaptability of job
scheduling in dew computing environments, paving the way for more responsive and
robust computing systems [9].

In the same line of Ref. [9], there are three main differences between our work and
the existing work on RL with cloud and edge computing. We address a different problem.
Distributing jobs in a dew environment has challenges that do not typically arise in cloud
or edge computing. For instance, in dew computing, some devices might run out of battery,
or users might start interacting with them. When the network conditions are dynamic,
the availability of the devices cannot be assured. Taking these elements into account is a
nontrivial task. Second, we thoroughly examine the transfer learning capabilities exhibited
by the policies acquired by the reinforcement learning agent. This is a crucial step toward
applying RL methods in natural systems since, in practice, it is unlikely that the agent
would encounter scenarios that it had previously seen during the training. Finally, we use
an RL agent better suited for generalization than the agents used in previous works [47,48].

4. EdgeDewSim Extended Simulator

The EdgeDewSim Simulator [7] was built as an extended version of DewSim [49],
in which new features were added. It incorporates the notion of worker nodes that do
not depend on batteries to cooperate in job execution, i.e., edge nodes without energy
constraints. In the present work, we extended EdgeDewSim with the functionality to model
the effect of node mobility on connectivity status. We will refer to the latter extension, i.e.,
EdgeDewSim, which has mobility functionality, as the EdgeDewSim Extended Simulator.
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The previous version of the EdgeDewSim Simulator [7,9] did not have support for
allowing devices to connect and disconnect from the network; because of this, the first task
of this work was to extend the EdgeDewSim Simulator to include this new feature. The
extended simulator version allows researchers to provide a connection file, in the form of a
trace, for each device containing all the connection and disconnection events the device
will go through during the simulation. The connection file provided to the simulator uses
the following syntax:

# Connection Event; Event Time (ms)
ENTER_NETWORK;1000
LEAVE_NETWORK;2000

where the field before the semicolon indicates the device status for the SCE, and the field
after the semicolon refers to the time (expressed in milliseconds) when the status change
event will occur. Such a time is always relative to the time zero of the simulation. More
explicitly, a device configured with the connection file given in the example will join the
SCE a second after the simulation starts and leave the SCE two seconds after the simulation
begins, providing a permanence time of one second within the SCE.

In the EdgeDewSim Simulator [7], devices were configured to connect to the network
as soon as the simulation started, and there were no events related to device disconnection
due to mobility. Instead, devices would only disconnect from the cluster when their battery
was depleted. This behavior was implemented through a series of events, including device
joining, device leaving, and state of battery updates, to which a scheduler entity would
subscribe to maintain an up-to-date list of candidate devices for executing jobs.

Two main features must be addressed to accommodate device connection and discon-
nection due to mobility. Firstly, devices should be able to discharge their battery even when
they are not part of the cluster or network. This adds a layer of realism to the simulation,
reflecting the natural battery consumption of mobile devices in real-world scenarios. Sec-
ondly, the schedulers require a memory mechanism to keep track of potential devices that
can execute a job every time they connect to the network. This memory should also be
updated to remove devices from the list whenever they disconnect from the network. This
feature is crucial for efficiently managing the dynamic nature of mobile device clusters, as it
ensures that the scheduler has an accurate pool of devices to choose from for job execution.

The EdgeDewSim Extended Simulator incorporates the above-mentioned features
and offers backward compatibility for conducting experiments before implementing these
features. This is achieved by using connection files in which devices are set to connect at
the start of the simulation and remain connected throughout without any disconnection
events caused by mobility. This simplifies the simulation environment and allows for
testing other aspects of the system without the added complexity of the device mobility
feature. However, incorporating the above-mentioned features is essential for a more
comprehensive and realistic simulation of mobile device clusters.

4.1. Device Connection Score

The scheduler must determine which device is more suitable for executing a job. To
start considering the connection and disconnection, it is necessary to add logic to the device
to report a connection score as a heartbeat. This concept will be explained in more detail
in Section 6; nevertheless, it is relevant to know that other authors [50] have used WiFi to
predict the length of a connection to an access point, geo-located tags [51] to indicate the
following location of the device, and other sources of data from the device such as battery
state, WiFi signal strength, and GPS traces, among others.

4.2. Device Connection Event

To address this issue, certain events were modified, and new ones were created. The
event type DEVICE_START was modified to solely initiate CPU usage and battery dis-
charge of the device upon joining an SCE. Before the modification, such an event causes the
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device to be added to the scheduler’s list, and the device’s state is reported to the scheduler.
With the modification, two new event types were introduced. The DEVICE_CONNECT
event now manages the actions previously performed with a DEVICE_START event and
updates the connection score from Section 4.1.

4.3. Device Disconnection Event

The event DEVICE_DISCONNECT removes the device from the scheduler’s list of
possible devices that can execute jobs. Also, the device stops sending the scheduler updates
of its battery state of charge. The DEVICE_DISCONNECT also needs to handle what
happens to the jobs being executed by the device at the moment of disconnection and the
ones that are queued for future execution; in this implementation, these jobs are canceled
when the device disconnects from the network. This could be improved or changed in
future work to simulate that jobs are executed in the background and results are cached
and sent once the connection is reestablished; it all depends on the scenario being tested.
Regarding the network model, this had to be modified to accept the disconnection of
devices and be able to cancel the transfer of messages related to the device disconnecting
from the network.

5. Human Mobility Modeling

Humans constantly move to our jobs, universities, schools, or any other destination
daily. However, this behavior is nothing new; throughout history, humans have migrated
between different territories countless times, as mentioned in Ref. [52]. A significant
change between a few decades ago and now is the high usage of smart devices within the
population; this growth in usage is mainly due to the high adoption of smartphones in our
lives [53,54].

This characteristic of the current state in the adoption of smartphones has attracted the
interest of scientists in researching human mobility, mainly because now we have the tools
to collect accurate data that can help to create models that can mimic our mobility patterns.
Nowadays, there are multiple ways to obtain data from human mobility. GPS traces are one
of these sources for mobility patterns. Also, CDRs (called detail records) have been used
to learn from human mobility, and, finally, from some datasets of connection to an access
point like a WiFi [55,56] point. In this field of research, although there has been significant
progress in terms of data sources, the use of synthetic data from mobility models continues
to be prevalent. This is because synthetic data remain a convenient method for studying
and proposing new mobility models.

As mentioned in Ref. [57], we can divide human mobility models into nonsocial,
social, and hybrid categories. Others [53] divide them into movement-based, linked-based,
and network-based. Individual or movement-based mobility models are generated from
individual traces of either GPS, CDR, or any other data source that can describe how a
human moves without the influence of other humans over his or her patterns. On the
other hand, social, network-based, or linked-based models try to model human mobility
patterns, considering the different interactions we, as humans, have and how these social
interactions can affect our mobility patterns [53]. In this work, we will focus on individual
or movement-based mobility models, notably random walk and random waypoint, to
generate the connection and disconnection events from an access point. We mainly chose
these two models to generate synthetic data because they represent the most dynamic
scenarios, since nodes tend to move randomly. This way, we could expose our proposed
human-designed heuristics (RelBPA, ReleSEAS) and the RL agent to hostile environments.
To develop these data, we used PyMobility [58] as a base for the mobility algorithms and
added a layer of code to check the connections and disconnections from the devices. Then,
these data were used as input for the EdgeDewSim Extended Simulator.

5.1. Random Walk

Random walk is the most simple mobility algorithm [57], where an individual’s
movements are simulated by a statistical model, which sets an individual in a particular
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scenario defined by its minimum and maximum displacement velocity and the rotation
angle. This algorithm randomly chooses the individual’s velocity at each step and the
direction, which can be in the range of (0, 2π); this process repeats at every simulation
step. This model is the most basic one because it is far from representing realistic human
movements that are not random at all.

5.2. Random Waypoint

Random waypoint is a variation of the previous model [57,59], with the difference that
now an individual moves to a waypoint where it waits a certain amount of time until it can
choose randomly its speed and direction.

6. Connection-Aware Scheduling Heuristics

This paper proposes two new scheduling heuristics, ReleSEAS and RelBPA, based on
previously developed heuristics, E-SEAS and BPA.

6.1. Reliability Score

To ensure that the stability of the devices in the network is considered, we suggest
introducing a new score that the heuristics should consider. This score, similar to the
battery level, aims to influence the decision-making process used by the heuristic. We refer
to this score as the “reliability score”, denoted by Reliability. It is calculated as follows:

Reliability =

{
curr_execution_time if not f irst_disconnection
avg_connection_time otherwise

(1)

where f irst_disconnection is a variable that each device has to express if it has disconnected
from the network for the first time; the variable curr_execution_time represents the amount
of time in milliseconds executed since the start of the execution to the time the Reliability
score is calculated; and finally, avg_connection_time corresponds to the average time that
the device has been connected to the network, taking into consideration these connection
events can happen multiple times over a simulation and that the metric is calculated only
for the devices connected to the network.

The following example demonstrates the calculation of the reliability score. In a hypothet-
ical case, we have two devices. The first one has the subsequent connection and disconnection
events: t = 1 (connect), t = 2 (disconnect), t = 5 (connect), t = 10 (disconnect). The second
device connects at t = 0 and disconnects at t = 10. Assuming the simulation clock is at
t = 11, the reliability score for the first device will be 3 = (1 + 5)/2 and 10 for the second
device. In this example, we can see what the reliability score aims to incorporate as new
information about how stable a device is for the time it plays the role of a worker node
within a cluster. The proxy calculates the reliability score when a job arrives and needs
to be distributed; in this way, it can obtain the ranking for each device. Also, every time
a device disconnects, its last connection duration is stored to be used for the following
calculation of the reliability score.

6.2. ReleSEAS

The main feature of E-SEAS [6] is that it is easy to implement in real-life environments
because it requires easy-to-obtain information, such as battery level, nodes’ computing
capability measured in FLOPs (float point operations per second), and remaining jobs as
nJobs to build a rank of devices joined to the cluster. Then, the E-SEAS ranking formula is
defined as follows:

E − SEAS =
f lops · SOC

nJobs
(2)

A scheduler applying E-SEAS criteria assigns jobs using this ranking. Every incoming
job triggers a recalculation of the ranking, which uses fresh information about jobs’ and
nodes’ statuses, such as job queue size and battery level at each node. Job counters and
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node status records are maintained by a centralized component called the proxy, from
where the scheduler operates. This component keeps track of all information necessary to
recalculate the ranking. In this paper, we propose incorporating a new score (reliability
score) into the E-SEAS ranking formula to boost the ranking of devices connected to the
network for extended periods. This modification derives into what we call ReleSEAS:

ReleSEAS =
f lops · SOC · Reliability

nJobs
(3)

where f lops is the device capabilities (processor speed) measured in float point operations
per second, SOC is the last report of the state of charge (battery level), and the reliability is
calculated using Equation (1).

6.3. RelBPA

BPA [7] is a scheduling algorithm that considers the jobs loaded onto devices and the
present hardware capabilities to select the best device to execute an incoming task. The
ranking formula for BPA is defined as follows:

BPA =
ΣOP_jobs

f lops · Battery
(4)

where OP_jobs is the current job load in a device’s queued jobs in terms of how many
operations are needed to finish those jobs; f lops is the device capability (processor speed)
measured in floating-point operations per second; and Battery is the remaining battery of
the device expressed in values between the range of 0 < Battery ≤ 1 [7].

The reliability batch processing algorithm (RelBPA) is an adaptation of BPA that
incorporates the reliability score introduced in Section 6.1. In the same way as ReleSEAS,
the purpose of adding the reliability score is to boost devices that have been connected to
the network for more extended periods; the reliability score is added to the denominator to
make the metric as small as possible. The ranking formula for RelBPA is defined as follows:

RelBPA =
ΣOP_jobs

f lops · Battery · Reliability
(5)

where the variables used in the formula have the same meaning as in BPA, and the reliability
score is calculated using Equation (1).

6.4. Connection-Aware Reinforcement Learning Agent

In this section, we discuss how we integrate dew computing with RL. First, we
formally define the problem of job scheduling in a dew environment. Then, we describe
how to solve such a problem using RL. Finally, we discuss the software architecture behind
our proposed solution, combining the EdgeDewSim Extended Simulator with the RL
framework OpenAI Gym v0.21.0 [60]. But first, we briefly discuss the notation that we use in
this section.

6.4.1. Notation

Below, we use the following notation. We use uppercase letters to refer to sets of
elements and lowercase letters to refer to individual elements in those sets. For instance,
we use J to denote the possible jobs that arrive in the dew environment and j ∈ J to indicate
one particular job in J. In addition, |J| denotes the number of elements in J. Elements in a
set have different features. To refer to the value of a feature, we use x. f eature. For instance,
j.ops refers to the number of giga-operations of job j ∈ J.

6.4.2. Problem Definition: Job Scheduling in Dew Computing

We tackle the problem of distributing jobs in a dew environment. The dew environ-
ment consists of devices connected to a local network. Some of these devices can be IoT
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devices that have an unlimited power supply (e.g., Raspberry Pis and personal computers),
and others are mobile devices with a limited battery (e.g., tablets and smartphones). In addi-
tion, one node in the local network is assigned as the scheduler. The scheduler’s purpose is
to receive and distribute jobs among the devices.

Once a job is assigned to a device, the time it takes to complete (and how much battery
it consumes) depends on the job’s features and the device’s current state. For instance,
since some devices have limited battery life, a job might not be completed if assigned to a
device with a low battery level. Users might also interact with the devices, and the local
network might have congestion issues. The scheduler must consider all these factors to
distribute jobs effectively.

In more detail, assigning a job to a device adds that job to the device’s job queue. Then,
the device will keep running the jobs in its queue, one by one, until they are completed or
running out of battery. Once a device runs out of battery, all the jobs in its current queue are
discarded. If a job is assigned to a device that has no battery, that job is also discarded. In
our experiments, a job is not reassigned to a different device when the job is discarded. This
forces the scheduler to be extra careful when assigning a job to a battery-dependent device.

To evaluate the effectiveness of a given job distribution, we use the giga-instructions
per second (GIPS) that are completed in the dew environment:

GIPS(t0, t) =
∑j∈Jc j.ops

t − t0
, (6)

where Jc ⊆ J is the subset of jobs that were completed within the time interval [t0, t] and
j.ops is the number of giga-operations of job j ∈ Jc. Intuitively, GIPS measures how many
operations are completed in a unit of time. The scheduler aims to distribute the jobs to
maximize the GIPS in the dew environment.

In this study, we postulate that the dew computing environment is subject to a limita-
tion regarding the maximum number of devices that can be integrated into the network at
various intervals. This constraint results from the restrictions imposed by the size of the
RL model, which is crucial for optimizing network performance and decision making and
cannot accommodate an undefined number of devices. Understanding the implications
of this restriction is essential for managing the network’s scalability and ensuring that the
dew environment can efficiently handle the dynamic addition of devices over time.

6.4.3. Environment Definition: States, Actions, and Rewards

The first step in applying RL in dew computing is to define the environment in which
the agent will interact adequately, that is, to define the states S of the environment, the
actions A that the agent can perform, and the reward signal r(s, a, s′) that the agent will
optimize for. We also have to define the transition probabilities p(s′|s, a) if the agent does
not interact with a real system (or with a predefined simulator). Whether the agent succeeds
or fails at distributing jobs in a dew environment partially depends on how we define those
four elements: S, A, r, and p.

To define a dew environment in terms of S, A, r, and p, our starting point was
EdgeDewSim Extended Simulator. As presented in Section 4, EdgeDewSim Extended Sim-
ulator inherits the simulation features of DewSim and EdgeDewSim, including the energy
consumption of each device, battery-dependent and non-battery-dependent devices as con-
tributors of an SCE, the job executions, and user behaviors, and, in this work, it incorporates
features to represents network status changes due to nodes’ mobility. Thus, the transition
probabilities p in the environment are modeled by EdgeDewSim Extended Simulator.

To define the state space S, we considered two critical features of RL. First, most RL
agents do not have memory. They learn a policy π(at|st) that makes decisions purely
based on the information available in the current state st ∈ S. Thus, st must include all the
relevant information the agent needs to assign a job to the correct device. Second, we note
that any information identical for all the states s ∈ S is useless for the agent. The reason is
that the agent has to discriminate whether action a is a good action in state s. If a subset of
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information x ⊂ s is identical for all states, then x provides no discriminatory information
to the agent.

We then define the state space as follows: S = D × J × C, where (d, j, c) ∈ S. Specif-
ically, d ∈ D contains information on the current state of each device. This information
includes, for each device, its CPU usage percentage, its remaining battery, the network
strength, the connection status, and its current job queue. Then, j ∈ J provides information
about the job the scheduler must assign next. This information includes the job’s ops,
input size, and output size. Finally, c ∈ C contains general statistics about the previously
completed jobs. These statistics include the number of jobs that have arrived, the number
of jobs that have been completed, the sum of the jobs’ ops that have been completed, and
the elapsed time since the beginning of the simulation (i.e., t − t0). We note that s ∈ S
comprises all the necessary information to correctly assign job j to a device in a fixed dew
environment. If the environment is not fixed, we might want to add some additional
features, such as the number of instructions per second a device can execute (or its battery
capacity). We discuss this further in Section 8.

Our definition of the action space A is as expected. We define one possible action per
device in the dew environment. Then, whenever the agent executes action ai ∈ A given the
current state (d, j, c) ∈ S, the job j is assigned to the device associated with action ai.

Finally, the reward function is equal to the number of successful jobs executed in the
dew environment, as defined in Equation (6). Formally,

r(s, a, s′) =

{ |Jc |
|J| if s′ is terminal

0 otherwise
(7)

Note that this reward function only rewards the agent in terminal states. After the
agent finishes distributing the whole sequence of jobs, the agent receives a reward equiv-
alent to the successfully executed jobs in the dew environment. As a result, any optimal
policy π∗(a|s) will optimally distribute jobs according to our problem definition from
Section 6.4.2.

As a summary of this section, Figure 2 illustrates the training loop and how a learning
agent interacts with our proposed environment. The agent assigns the current job to a
particular device using its actions. In response, the dew environment returns the next state
st and a reward rt. The state includes information about the current job to be assigned and
the state of the devices. The reward rt will be zero unless the agent has just distributed the
last job. If that is the case, rt will be equivalent to the successfully executed jobs. Since the
agent tries to maximize the reward received from the environment, it will learn to distribute
jobs to improve the performance of the dew environment.
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Figure 2. Training loop of the EdgeDewSim Extended Simulator environment.

6.4.4. Implementation Details

For the dew environment simulator, we used EdgeDewSim Extended Simulator. This
version can handle both battery-dependent and non-battery-dependent devices. To simplify
the process of training and testing deep RL methods, we also developed an OpenAI Gym
environment [60]. This allowed us to quickly and easily test different RL agents using
existing implementations made for the OpenAI Gym library.

Since EdgeDewSim Extended Simulator is written in java and OpenAI Gym is written
in python, we developed an interface that allowed us to control EdgeDewSim Extended
Simulator from OpenAI Gym. To do so, we added logic on top of EdgeDewSim Extended
Simulator to delegate the scheduling decision to an external agent so that every time a
job arrives, the simulator broadcasts the general state of the simulation and then listens
for which device has to be selected, as shown in Figure 3. Then, we developed a new
RL environment, following the guidelines from OpenAI Gym [60], that undertakes three
main things: (i) it establishes the connection with the simulator, (ii) it sends actions to the
simulator, and (iii) it resets the environment to restart from an initial state. Further details
about our implementation can be found in Section 4.
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7.1. Methodology

The experimental design utilized in this study can be categorized into two main groups.
The initial group focused solely on human-designed heuristics. It aimed to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed heuristics, specifically ReleSEAS and RelBPA, in comparison
to random device selection and previously examined heuristics, namely, eSEAS and BPA, as
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6.4.4. Implementation Details

For the dew environment simulator, we used EdgeDewSim Extended Simulator. This
version can handle both battery-dependent and non-battery-dependent devices. To simplify
the process of training and testing deep RL methods, we also developed an OpenAI Gym
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environment [60]. This allowed us to quickly and easily test different RL agents using
existing implementations made for the OpenAI Gym library.

Since EdgeDewSim Extended Simulator is written in java and OpenAI Gym is written
in python, we developed an interface that allowed us to control EdgeDewSim Extended
Simulator from OpenAI Gym. To do so, we added logic on top of EdgeDewSim Extended
Simulator to delegate the scheduling decision to an external agent so that every time a
job arrives, the simulator broadcasts the general state of the simulation and then listens
for which device has to be selected, as shown in Figure 3. Then, we developed a new
RL environment, following the guidelines from OpenAI Gym [60], that undertakes three
main things: (i) it establishes the connection with the simulator, (ii) it sends actions to the
simulator, and (iii) it resets the environment to restart from an initial state. Further details
about our implementation can be found in Section 4.

Simulation RemoteLoadBalancing External
EnvironmentDevice

runSimulation()

receiveEvent(Job)

sendData(Job, devices)

device

sendJob(job)

sendEvent(job, status)

Figure 3. Sequence diagram of one job scheduling with an external environment.

7. Methodology and Experimentation
7.1. Methodology

The experimental design utilized in this study can be categorized into two main groups.
The initial group focused solely on human-designed heuristics. It aimed to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed heuristics, specifically ReleSEAS and RelBPA, in comparison
to random device selection and previously examined heuristics, namely, eSEAS and BPA, as
elaborated in Section 7.2. The second group was devoted to substantiating the capacity of a
reinforcement learning agent to emulate the performance of human-designed heuristics.
Furthermore, it sought to demonstrate the agent’s adaptability to novel conditions by
utilizing transfer learning techniques; this will be explained in depth in Section 7.3.

7.2. Human-Designed Heuristics

The method employed for the assessment of human-designed heuristics comprised
two sequential stages. The initial step involved generating connection and disconnec-
tion events for individual devices, while the subsequent stage entailed the execution of
simulations utilizing the EdgeDewSim Extended Simulator.

As mentioned in Section 5, we employed random walk and random waypoint models
to generate synthetic data for our experimental work. For each distinct human mobility
scenario, we introduced variations generated randomly using a variation of generation of
some parameters of these models (like speed, initial position, connection, and disconnection
events). This approach yielded a range of scenarios representing diverse conditions for
device mobility within the network context.

We performed 20 simulation runs for each model with unique parameter settings that
affect human movement patterns. Despite the variations, certain fundamental elements
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remained unchanged in both models. These constants encompassed a 60 m by 60 m grid
defining device movement, a consistent use of 25 devices, and a centrally located Wi-Fi
access point covering a 30 m radius. Given the reliance of these models on random variables,
we conducted 10 sets of 20 simulations to obtain an average value for job completion and
performance. The objective behind using this number of sets is to have multiple cases using
the mobility models to generate data by adjusting the parameters so the heuristics and the
RL agent can interact with multiple different scenarios.

7.3. Reinforcement Learning Agent

The training method used for the RL agent was divided into two phases. The first was
to train an agent using a set randomly selected from 20 random walk environments. A
different selection was made for each iteration in the training phase. The environments
were the same used in Section 5, each composed of 25 devices, a 60 m by 60 m grid with
centrally located Wi-Fi access covering a 30 m radius. The Job J set contains jobs with
[15–25] Kb data input and [1–2] Kb data output and computing requirements in the range
of [80–125] mega float-point operations.

For the RL agent, we used a convolutional neural network (CNN) with five layers
of 512 neurons, based on previous experience [9] where this architecture demonstrated a
good balance between computational efficiency and learning capacity. The learning rate
was set to 1 × 10−5, chosen to ensure a stable and gradual learning progress. We utilized
32 Gym environments to parallel and speed up the training process. The lambda and
gamma functions were both set to 1.0 to give equal importance to all states in the value
function estimation. The model was trained for 5 × 107 steps with a batch size of 64, which
were determined through experimental tuning to optimize the trade-off between training
time and model performance.

The other phase was related to the transfer learning phase due to the high probability
of overfitting in RL [61,62]. We trained a new environment using the previous model as a
base, and with fewer steps, we achieved convergence in the new environment. We repeated
these steps with different environments and collected the data. The new random waypoint
environments with 25 devices and 1500 JOBs were new. We trained the latest models in
1 × 106 steps and a batch size of 64.

7.4. Experimentation

This section aims to summarize the results obtained from the experiments defined in
the previous section, which will be separated into two subsections. In conformity with [7],
the most relevant metrics to review are the job completion rate and the executed operations
at the SCE level, i.e., considering that an SCE, as a virtual processing node, renders execution
services to an external entity through the devices integrating it. As mentioned in Section 7.2,
we have 200 instances by model and set of jobs, with 800 experimentation scenarios. The
experiment results are presented in the following subsection, and in Section 7.6 they will be
further analyzed. Due to resource computing limitations, we could not fully simulate a
video stream on the RL agent. We made a sample of 1500 jobs to train the agent to have
representative results. On the other hand, the human-designed heuristics do not require
heavy computation resources, so we ran experiments with the 1500 jobs sample and the
complete set of 36,000 jobs.

7.4.1. Job Completion

This section is divided into two parts: the results regarding human-designed heuristics
and those obtained by the RL agent. In Figure 4, we present the average from 20 simulations
when using random walk along with the 1500 jobs set; analogously, the same results are
given when using random waypoint in Figure 5. In Figures 6 and 7, we present the same
20 simulations but using the entire dataset of jobs.

As mentioned previously, we performed experiments on two different sets of jobs. The
primary goal of the comprehensive dataset of jobs is to highlight that when the simulation
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runs longer and thus encompasses more events, the proposed human-designed heuristics
demonstrate improved performance compared to their original counterparts. The results
shown in Table 1 are proof of this since in the set with 1500 jobs, the original human-
designed heuristics do not deviate too much from the new variation we present in this
paper. For instance, the difference in job completion between BPA and RelBPA is 8.21%,
whereas between eSEAS and ReleSEAS it is 10.58%. On the other hand, when using
the complete set with 36,000 jobs, the difference between BPA and RelBPA increases to
16.49%, then again for eSEAS and ReleSEAS, the difference rises to 18.83%. In both cases,
the difference in job completion between the original human-crafted policy and the new
version almost doubles when using the complete set of jobs over the small set. This same
behavior can be seen in Table 2, in which the usage of Random Waypoint makes this
difference smaller than the results obtained using Random Walk. An additional Random
scheduler is added to these results to use as a baseline, which distributes the jobs randomly
every time the given event is received.
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Figure 4. Average job completion for each simulation using random walk to generate connection
events and the 1500 jobs set.
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Figure 5. Average job completion for each simulation using random waypoint to generate connection
events and the 1500 jobs set.
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Figure 6. Average job completion for each simulation using random walk to generate connection
events and the full set of jobs.
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Figure 7. Average job completion for each simulation using random waypoint to generate connection
events and the full set of jobs.

Table 1. Average job completion throughout all simulations using random walk.

Job Set Random BPA eSEAS RelBPA ReleSEAS

1500 38.69% 40.38% 40.40% 48.59% 50.98%
36,000 (full set) 5.75% 7.56% 7.63% 24.05% 26.39%

Table 2. Average job completion throughout all simulations using random waypoint.

Job Set Random BPA eSEAS RelBPA ReleSEAS

1500 45.97% 67.58% 69.17% 67.75% 69.51%
36,000 (full set) 22.74% 42.21% 42.60% 49.73% 51.52%

7.4.2. Performance

As in Section 7.4.1, the current section is also divided into two subsections, one regard-
ing human-designed heuristics results and the other for the RL agent. In Figures 8 and 9,
we present the performance measured in GIPS for each human-designed heuristic using
random walk as the model to generate connection events for 20 simulations. As seen in
Figure 8, the values obtained for each simulation across all heuristics are not spread out
but are instead close, which translates to small differences between the proposed heuristics
with the reliability score and those that do not have the score. On the other hand, Figure 9
shows a different scenario where ReleSEAS and RelBPA can separate from the competitors
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in a significant way in most cases. In Figures 10 and 11, which present the performance
when using random waypoint, we can see the same behavior but with less strength.
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Figure 8. Average performance in GIPS for each simulation using random walk to generate connection
events and the 1500 jobs set.
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Figure 9. Average performance in GIPS for each simulation using random walk to generate connection
events and the full set of jobs.

In this metric, we use the complete and small datasets to explore whether the same
relation is in job completion. Even though both metrics are highly related, having more
completed jobs does not necessarily mean that the performance in GIPS will be equally high.
This is because modeled jobs can—as in real life—be simple or complex; we might want
to process a simple math calculation or run an image through an object detection model.
Nevertheless, the exact relationship between the original human-designed heuristics and
the proposed versions remains for both metrics.

In Figure 8, the values obtained for each simulation across all heuristics are not
scattered but are instead close, which translates to slight differences between ReleSEAS
and RelBPA with regard to the original versions. On the other hand, Figure 9 shows a
different scenario where ReleSEAS and RelBPA can significantly separate from the rest of
the policies when using the complete set of jobs. In regard to the performance metric, we
can see in Table 3 a difference of 14.98 GIPS for BPA and RelBPA, whereas for eSEAS and
ReleSEAS, the difference is 19.07 GIPS. On the other hand, when using the complete set
of jobs, the difference between BPA and RelBPA rises up to 631.9 GIPS, and then again,
for eSEAS and ReleSEAS, the difference is 724.46. This also holds when using random
waypoint, as can be seen in Table 4 and in Figures 10 and 11. Still, on a smaller scale, since
this algorithm is more stable than the random walk, the new versions of human-designed
heuristics presented in this paper thus do not outperform the classic versions in the same
ways as in the random walk scenarios, which are more dynamic or unstable.
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Figure 10. Average performance in GIPS for each simulation using random waypoint to generate
connection events and the 1500 jobs set.
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Figure 11. Average performance in GIPS for each simulation using random waypoint to generate
connection events and the full set of jobs.

Table 3. Average performance in GIPS across all simulations using random walk.

Job Set Random BPA eSEAS RelBPA ReleSEAS

1500 64.36 67.05 67.18 82.03 86.25
36,000 (full set) 231.69 303.27 305.30 935.17 1029.76

Table 4. Average performance in GIPS across all simulations using random waypoint.

Job Set Random BPA eSEAS RelBPA ReleSEAS

1500 73.68 109.30 111.60 109.65 112.23
36,000 (full set) 860.52 1588.68 1604.73 1868.67 1934.31

7.5. Reinforcement Learning Agent Results

After the training process described in Section 7.3, we compared the job completion
rate with other algorithms using the same simulation environment. The results, as shown in
Figure 12, demonstrate that a trained model can quickly adapt to environmental variations
and surpass the performance of human-designed job completion heuristics. Notably,
around iteration 50, the model in the environment mentioned in Section 7.3 outperforms
the best human-designed heuristic regarding job completion, and it continues to improve
in this metric in subsequent iterations. One of the challenges in training a reinforcement
learning agent for this use case is that the model needs to learn from multiple scenarios
to generalize effectively, which is both time-consuming and resource-intensive. However,
our objective in this paper is to provide evidence that, despite being trained in different
environments, the model can quickly adapt to new ones and excel in the metrics mentioned.
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Using the obtained model, we trained new and specific environments using the
weights obtained in the first training phase, transferring the learned weights to the new
environment. The results show that this new RL agent converges on the job completion
rate for each new simulation. Figure 13 details how the agent converges to a solution in
each training iteration. The new environments, as said in Section 7.3, were new random
waypoint environments, with 1500 JOBS and 25 devices.
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Figure 12. RL convergence for job completion for each simulation using random walk compared to
other algorithms in the 1500 jobs set.

Figure 13. RL Convergence for job completion for each simulation using transfer learning in a random
waypoint environment compared to other algorithms in the 1500 jobs set.
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7.6. Discussion

We could extract critical results and insights from the experiments for future work.
First, the proposed reliability score, which gives a scheduler awareness of node mobility,
improves the job completeness metric with regard to human-designed heuristics, not
considering such aspect in all run experiments. Moreover, in all experiments, it can be
observed that human-crafted policies performed better with random waypoint than with
random walk. This result agrees with what the authors in Ref. [53] state: random walk is
the simplest model, and humans rarely move randomly.

We also showed that RL is viable when the RL agent is adapted to connection and
disconnection events. With sufficient training time, RL can devise a solution and even
surpass human-crafted policies in terms of job completion rate. Regarding the overfitting
problem when the agent needs to be applied in different environments, we suggest training
the model with a set of varying environment events data to reduce the probability of
overfitting and using the base model as a starting point to specialize one agent version to a
specific environment.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

This work presents the EdgeDewSim Extended Simulator, which supports the connec-
tion and disconnection of devices into the cluster and its network. With this capability, we
were able to experiment with two simple mobility models that tend to simulate a human’s
movements and incorporate a new reliability score into two very well-studied algorithms,
BPA and E-SEAS [7,22]. The reliability score offers improvements in job completeness and
operations executed, which vary depending on the scenario. For future work, it is necessary
to extend the mobility models used to generate the connection and disconnection events
to reflect real-world human movements more accurately and explore the usage of human-
generated movement data to validate the heuristics’ effectiveness. Also, as mentioned in
Ref. [9], using RL techniques makes it possible to surpass the human-designed heuristics
used in this type of environment. However, it is necessary to explore new RL techniques to
handle a broader range of dynamic jobs and explore generalization techniques to improve
the RL model’s adaptability to diverse environments.

A significant branch of future work involves the practical implementation and testing
of the proposed scheduling algorithms in real use-case scenarios. This includes deploying
the algorithms in dew computing environments, such as smart city infrastructure or in-
dustrial IoT setups, to assess their performance and robustness in real-world conditions.
By evaluating the algorithms in diverse applications, we can identify potential challenges,
refine them based on real-world feedback, and ensure their readiness for deployment in
practical settings. These efforts will bridge the gap between theoretical advancements and
practical applicability, paving the way for more reliable and effective device management
solutions in dynamic dew computing environments.
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